
Clarifying perturbations in the ekpyroti universeA web-noteRuth DurrerInstitute for Advaned Study, Einstein Drive, Prineton, NJ 08540, USAandD�epartement de Physique Th�eorique, Universit�e de Gen�eve, 24 quai E. Ansermet, CH-1211 Gen�eve 4, SwitzerlandIn this note I try to larify the problem of perturbations in the ekpyroti universe. I write down themost general mathing onditions and speify the hoies taken by the two debating sides. I alsobring up the problem of surfae stresses whih always have to be present when a transition from aollapsing to an expanding phase is made.PACS Numbers : 98.80.Cq, 98.70.V, 98.80.HwI. INTRODUCTIONLately, the idea that a hot big bang universe mightemerge from the ollision of two BPS 3-branes in 4 + 1dimensions has been put forward [1{3℄. For an observeron a brane, the universe is �rst ontrating and thengoes through a big bang into a hot, thermal expandingphase. During the ontrating phase, the matter ontentis dominated by a salar �eld, the amplitude of whih isphysially related to the distane to the seond brane. Ithas been argued that, under ertain onditions for thesalar �eld potential, this senario an lead to a sale in-variant spetrum of salar perturbations. Several papershave objeted to this result [4{6℄, mainly laiming thatthe sale invariant growing mode before the ollision hasto be mathed to the deaying mode after the ollision.The deaying mode before the ollision, whih then ismathed to the growing mode after the ollision is blueand will therefore not lead to a sale invariant spetrumof salar utuations.These objetions have ome from the usual mathingonditions after ination [7℄, where the extrinsi urva-ture on surfaes of onstant density in longitudinal gaugeis mathed. However, the mathing surfaes might behosen di�erently, and I will show that by hoosing tomath the surfaes of onstant energy in omoving gauge,the growing mode of the ontration phase is in generalmathed to the 'growing' mode of the expansion phase.Furthermore, in the ekpyroti universe the mathinghas to be done from a ollapsing phase into an expandingphase. Here, the extrinsi urvature of the bakgroundhanges sign. Having a jump it the bakground extrinsiurvature, it does not seem reasonable to require thatits perturbation be ontinuous. Clearly, within the fourdimensional piture, for the extrinsi urvature to jump,we have to require a non-vanishing surfae stress den-sity. The perturbations of whih will enter the mathingonditions.In this note, I disuss the mathing onditions appliedin [3℄ and [4{6℄. It appears to me that the mathingonditions of [3℄ are more natural that those applied in[4{6℄, where the surfaes of onstant energy density inlongitudinal gauge are mathed and the perturbations of

the surfae stress density is set to zero. The truly orretmathing onditions an only be worked out in the �vedimensional piture whih has to determine this surfaestress density and its utuations.Here I shall remain fully in within the four dimensionalframework and just disuss the generi mathing ondi-tions whih I then exemplify in the two ases studiedin the literature. One of them mathes the onstant en-ergy slies in longitudinal gauge, there the sale invariantgrowing mode of the ollapsing phase is mathed to thedeaying mode in the expanding phase. The seond ase,where the onstant energy slies are mathed in omov-ing gauge, leads to a growing mode in the expandingphase whih is inherited from the growing mode in theollapsing phase.Sine this is a web-note, mainly addressed to thosewho have studied the ekpyroti senario and have beenpuzzled about the ongoing perturbation debate, we shallnot repeat the basis of the senario, but immediatelyjump in 'medias res'.II. MATCHING PERTURBATIONS FROM ACOLLAPSING TO AN EXPANDING UNIVERSELet us �rst note some generi results about mathing ofperturbations, whih are espeially subtle when mathingfrom a ontrating to an expanding phase.The extrinsi urvature in a Friedman universe isKij = �� _aa2� Æij = �Ha Æij ; (1)where a denotes the sale fator and an over-dot is thederivative w.r.t. onformal time � and H = _a=a. _ahanges sign in the transition from a ontrating to anexpanding phase. Hene the extrinsi urvature is dis-ontinuous in the four dimensional piture, if we simply'glue' the ontrating phase at very small sale fator(high urvature) to the expanding phase with the samesale fator, but opposite sign for _a and onformal time�. Clearly, this is the simplest way of onneting a on-trating phase to an expending phase, but it is relativelylose to the approah motivated from the 5 dimensional1



piture, where the singularity at a = 0 beomes a narrow'throat' [2℄. Here we replae this throat by a sti� 'ollar'(see also [3℄).If the extrinsi urvature is disontinuous, the Israeljuntion onditions require [8℄�Kij�� = �2Sij ; (2)where Sij is a surfae stress{energy tensor, and[h℄� � lim�&0[h(�1 + �) � h(�1 � �)℄ = h+ � h�for an arbitrary funtion h(�). The time �1 is the timeof mathing. Let us onsider an arbitrary hyper-surfae,linearly perturbed from � =onst. and de�ned by f =f0(�) + Æf = onst., where f is an arbitrary (perturbed)funtion, e.g. the energy density. We use longitudinalgauge,ds2 = a2(�)[�(1 + 2	)d�2 � (1 + 2�)Æijdxidxj℄ (3)(we ignore a possible spatial 3-urvature whih is unim-portant at early time). The perturbation variables 	 and� are the Bardeen potentials. We assume that there areno anisotropi stresses, so that � = �	. We want to de-termine the extrinsi urvature in the oordinate system(~�; ~xi) where the surfaes f~� = onst. g are parallel toff = onst. g. The perturbed onformal time is givenby ~� = �+ Æf= _f The normal vetor to f = onst. in thisoordinate system is [7℄~n0 = �a(1 + 	 +HÆf= _f ); ~ni = �a�iÆf= _f : (4)The indued metri and extrinsi urvature in the oor-dinate system (~�; ~xi)are given by by~q�� � ~g�� + ~n�~n� ; ~K�� � ~r�~n� (5)where ~g�� is the metri and ~r the ovariant derivative.The ontinuity of the indued metri implies (for thebakground) that [a(�)℄� = 0 : (6)The bakground extrinsi urvature isKij = �Ha Æij : (7)Sine H hanges sign at the transition, Kij is not ontin-uous and we have�Kij�� = �2H+a Æij = �2psÆij ; (8)where ps is a negative surfae pressure. Within the fourdimensional piture we have no explanation for this sur-fae pressure, whih has to be present in order for theextrinsi urvature to jump, if we require Einstein's equa-tion to hold during the transition. (If they don't hold, we

have no means to �nd the mathing onditions in a fourdimensional analysis.) Eq. (8) is a possibility to 'esape'the violation of the weak energy ondition, � + p < 0,whih is needed for a smooth transition from ollapse toexpansion. This has been one of the objetion to theekpyroti senario [9℄.At the perturbed level, the ontinuity of the induedmetri leads to [7℄�	+HÆf_f �� = 0 : (9)The extrinsi urvature is given by [7℄ÆKij = 1a � _	 +H	 + ( _H�H2)Æf_f � Æij :+ (Æf= _f );i;j (10)For simpliity, we assume that also the surfae stress ten-sor has no anisotropi stresses, whih implies[(Æf= _f )℄� = 0 : (11)Then ÆKij � (ÆK)Æij (12)so that the mathing onditions for the perturbationsbeome (11) and [ÆK℄� = �2Æps ; (13)where Æps is the perturbation of the surfae pressure.Let us �rst onsider the onstant energy hyper-surfaesin longitudinal gauge, whih are usually used for math-ing after ination, and on whih all attention of [4{6℄has been onentrated. In this ase f = � and Æf = Æ�in longitudinal gauge. The perturbed Einstein equationsgive (see e.g. [10℄ Eqs. (2.45), (2.46) and use Æ� = �Dsin longitudinal gauge)Æ�� = �2H2 h(3k2 +H2)	 +H _	i ' �2 h	 +H�1 _	i (14)on super horizon sales. With _� = 2 _H�H2H � we haveÆ�= _� ' �1_H�H2 (H	 + _	) : (15)Eq. (9) then leads to�	 � H_H�H2 [H	+ _	℄�� = [�℄� = 0 ; (16)where � is the urvature perturbation introdued byBardeen. Note that in general 	 will not be ontinu-ous at the transition sine H jumps and 1_H�H2 (H	+ _	)is ontinuous aording to Eqs. (11) and (15).For uids with adiabati perturbations and singlesalar �elds, the general solution for the Bardeen poten-tial on super horizon sales is given by (see e.g. [11℄)2



	 = AHa2 +B : (17)Here A and B are onstants for eah mode, dependingonly on the mode k. During the ollapse phase in theekpyroti universe, the growing mode proportional toA aquires a sale invariant spetrum, jAj2k3 = onst.,while the spetrum of the onstant mode B is blue,jBj2k3 / k2 [3℄. Inserting ansatz (17) in the ontinu-ity ondition (16) for the metri, yieldsB+ " _H+ � 2H2+_H+ �H2+ # = B� " _H+ � 2H2�_H� �H2� # : (18)Clearly, sine B+ ouples only to B� it inherits the bluespetrum ofB�. This is the main argument of Refs. [4{6℄.However, in this ase with Æf = �Ds, Eqs. (13) leads toÆK � 0 and does hene not allow for perturbations of thesurfae tension. A possible way out would be to admitanisotropi stresses, so that [Æf= _f ℄� 6= 0. But we wantto larify the attempt taken in Ref [3℄:Another natural oordinate hoie is to set f = � inomoving oordinates, i.e., Æg0i = vi = 0. In this ase(see e.g. [10℄ Eq. (2.45), and use Æ� = �D in omovinggauge) Æf= _f = k23(H _H�H3)	 : (19)The juntion onditions on super horizon sales (i.e. tolowest order k=H) then beome[	℄� = 0 (20)hH	 + _	i� = a�2Æps (21)For our general solution (17) this givesA+=a2 = (A�=a2)H�=H+ + (B� � B+)=H+B+ = A�a2 "H+( _H� �H2�)�H�( _H+ �H2+)2H2+ � _H+ #+B� "1 + H�H+ �H2+2H2+ � _H+ #+�2aÆps H+2H2+ � _H+ :Even if B� = Æps = 0, B+ will in general not vanish andwill inherit the at spetrum of A�. Sine the spetraare normalized on small sales, the sale invariant on-tribution from A� will dominate also if B� 6= 0 ( unlessif its pre-fator A�[:::℄ vanishes). This is the mathingondition whih has been adopted in [3℄.III. CONCLUSIONSWe onsider the mathing onditions whih math theenergy perturbation as seen by an observer omoving
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